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Special Issue Aims and Scope
Dynamic capabilities represent a relevant perspective for analyzing the strategic renewal and sustainable growth of organizations in contexts of change (Teece; Pisano; & Shuen, 1997; 2018; Makadok, 2001; Helfat and Peteraf, 2003; Wilden, Devinney, & Dowling, 2016). The theoretical approach of dynamic capabilities seeks to understand how resources, routines, skills and capacities are involved in the innovation process and in the search for competitive advantage in organizations in dynamic environments of change (Felin et al., 2012; Vogus and Rerup, 2017; Teece, 2012; 2018; Zollo and Winter, 2002).

Throughout more than twenty years of research and discussions in dynamic capabilities, several studies have been oriented mainly by evolutionary, behavioral and cognitive theories, being based mainly on a dimension of macro analysis (Regnér, 2008). From this, as a way of responding to criticisms regarding its indeterminacy and tautology characteristics (Arend and Bromiley, 2009; Barreto, 2010; Meirelles and Camargo, 2014), it originated perspectives focused on the analysis of micro-foundations of dynamic capabilities (Felin and Foss, 2005; Felin, Foss, & Ployhart, 2015; Foss, 2016). Therefore, the knowledge gap regarding dynamic capabilities lies mainly in seeking to situate not only actions and decision making process of CEO or top management, as traditionally explored by the literature (Adner and Helfat, 2003; Teece, 2014; Helfat and Peteraf, 2015), but to comprehend how different organizational actors (managers, suppliers, customers, among other actors) are committed to strategic processes that articulate routines and competences that support the development of the dynamic capabilities (MacLean, Maclntosh, and Seidl, 2015). Among these actors, a special emphasis can be assigned to entrepreneurs and the role they perform in change and innovation.

Exploring the theoretical and methodological gaps regarding the nature and microfoundations of dynamic capabilities, especially in regard to the recursiveness between the micro and macro dimensions of the strategy, can bring new insights into how organizations deal with change processes (Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville, 2011; Salvato and Rerup, 2011; Jarzabkowski; Le; and Spee, 2016). Thus, it is proposed with this call to foster submissions of papers that explore different levels of analysis, in order to contribute to the understanding of the fundamentals of the dynamic nature of these capabilities in organizations circumscribed in contexts of constant change and innovation, where entrepreneurship has a relevant role. Aiming to answer to these emerging aspects, this call for papers is guided by the following topics:
Creativity: What is the role of creativity in innovation processes? How can creative engagement of different organizational actors guide the resource changing? How can creativity help to understand the development of dynamic capabilities? How do organizations foster or restrict creativity in change processes? (Joas, 1996). How the creativity in the entrepreneurial process is related to innovation and dynamic capabilities?

Innovation: How does the development of dynamic capabilities occur through innovation in products, services and processes? How do R&D investments impact dynamic capabilities? How can innovation be an evidence of dynamic capabilities? What is the relation of routines and strategies to innovation through the exploration of organizational capabilities?

Entrepreneurship: How can entrepreneurship be analyzed from the microfoundations of dynamic capabilities? How can entrepreneurship in small and medium-sized enterprises contribute to the development of dynamic capabilities? How does the entrepreneur as an actor leverage innovation and change through dynamic capabilities?

Organizational Routines: How organizational routines guide the reconfiguration of resources? How the interdependence of different organizational routines contributes to the development of dynamic capabilities? Are there routines linking the entrepreneurial process and the dynamic capabilities?

Organizational Knowledge: How the organization and its managers share knowledge in dynamic change environments? How organizational knowledge guides the creation and exploitation of dynamic capabilities? How organizational ambidexterity contributes to the development of dynamic capabilities? What is the role of the knowledge flow in the organizational change brought about by dynamic capabilities in action?

For this special issue, we invite theoretical and empirical papers that explore this thematic at various levels of analysis through quantitative and qualitative methodologies, as well as different epistemologies. In particular, papers that advance in the knowledge about the theme are important for this call.
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